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ABSTRACT 
An improved procedure for predicting prestress losses in 
pretensioned members is presented. Improvements are made to an exist- 
ing procedure by properly considering the effect of added load after 
prestress transfer and the effect of relative humidity. The values 
predicted by the new procedure agreed very well with experimental 
data. A simplified hand calculation method, by which the service 
life is divided into three time intervals, was also proposed. 
-1- 
1.     INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
*       An extensive research project entitled "Prestress Losses in 
Pretensioned Concrete Structural Members"  (Lehigh University Project 
339) was  completed in 19726.     A rational and practical estimation 
method was  developed based on the stress-strain-time relationships  for 
concrete and steel materials.    In  that study, the basic experimental 
information on material, properties were gathered from laboratory-stored 
specimens.     A second research study entitled "Evaluation of Prestress 
Loss  Characteristics of In-Service Bridge Beams"   (Lehigh University 
Project 382) was started in 1972,   to study the behavior of member 
exposed to outdoor environmental  condition. 
From the  field investigation of in-service bridge beams,   a 
comparison with the predictions based on the previous research showed 
that the experimental measures  did not  agree very well with the pre- 
dicted values.    This is because of the varying environmental condition 
and the  additional permanent dead load applied to member. 
0 
1.2 Purpose 
The main purpose of  this thesis work is  to refine the pre- 
diction equations  and formulas proposed by Project 339  to reflect the 
various environmental conditions as well as  the loading sequence ex- 
perienced by the actual loading members.     The details of the refinement 
-2- 
are given in Chapter 3.     The  computer program developed in previous  re- 
search project is  revised  and a simplified method  for manual calcula- 
tion is proposed.     The revised computer program and the simplified 
method are  given in Chapter 4. 
-3- 
2.    PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
2.1   Previously Developed Procedures 
In the previous project,  the development of the basic predic- 
tion procedure was based upon the stress-strain-time relationships  of 
concrete  and steel materials,   four linking relationships   and the  lin- 
ear relationship defining concrete stress distribution in the member 
section.     These basic relationships will be used again in the develop- 
ment of the  refined prediction procedure in  Chapters 3 and 4.     For the 
convenience of discussion of the new procedure,   the derivation of the 
previous basic procedure is shown in this section.     The basic relation- 
ships are listed below: 
(1)     Stress-strain-time  relationship  for steel 
f=f{A+AS+AS2 S pu 1 2   S 3   S 
-   [Bx + B2   log  (tg +1)] S 
-   [B8 +*h  log (ts + 1)]   S2} (2-1) 
where:     f    = steel stress,  in ksi 
s 
f      = specified ultimate tensile strength of steel, pu ,. 
in ksi 
S . - steel strain, in 10~ in./in. 
s 
t = steel time, starting from tensioning, in days 
s 
The experimental coefficients  of steel relaxation are shown 
in Table 1. 
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(2)     Stress-strain-time  relationship for  concrete 
S    = C f    + [D    + D    log  (t    + 1) ] 
C C 1 2 C 
+ {[Ej + E2  log  (tc+ 1)] 
+ f     [E    +E    log (t    + 1)]> (2-2) 
Cl3t»C 
where:    S    = concrete strain, in 10"    in./in. 
c ' 
f    - concrete stress, in ksi 
c 
t    =  concrete time, in days,   starting from the time 
of transfer,   taken as the same  as the end of 
curing period. 
The experimental coefficients  of the  concrete surfaces  are 
shown in Table 2. 
(3)    Time  compatability 
t    - t    = k (2-3) 
s        c        i 
where:    k    = time interval from tensioning of steel to trans- 
l 
fer Of prestress, in days  (this includes the 
time for form setting,  casting and  curing). 
(4)    Strain  compatibility,  at the location of each prestressing 
strand 
S    + S    = k (2-4) 
S C 2 
where:    K    = initial tensioning strain in steel, in 10 
2 
in. /in. 
'-5-' 
(5)    Equilibrium conditions 
/f dA   - Sf a      =      P (2-5) 
c    c s ps 
/f sdA    - Zf xa      = - M (2-6) 
c      c s    ps 
where:    A      = area of net concrete section, in in.2 
c 
a      =  area of individual prestressing elements,  in ps < 
in.2 
x      - distance  to elementary  area from the  centroidal 
horizontal axis, in in. 
P      = applied axial load on section,  in kip 
M      = applied bending moment on section, in kip-in. 
The positive  direction of x, P  and M are shown in Fig.  5 
(6)     Concrete stress distribution 
fc = g    + g x (2-7) 
where:     g    and g    = parameters  to define  concrete stress 
1 2 
distribution in member section. 
In these equations,  f   ,  f   , S    and S     are functions of x, 
CSC s 
and in Eqs.   2-5  and 2-6,  the integrations are over the net  concrete 
area and the summations cover  all prestressing steel elements.     Substi- 
tuting Eq.  2-7 into 2-5   and 2-6,  and performing the integrations, 
Ag-Z(f+f)a      = P (2-5a) g "i s cs      ps 
-6- 
4 
Ig-Z(f+f)xa      = - M (2-6a) g      2 S CS S     pS 
where:    f      = concrete fiber stress  at the level of prestress steel 
cs r 
x      = x distance for an individual prestressing element 
Therefore f      = g    + g x (2-7a) 
cs i 2 ■ s 
To simplify further derivation, a group  of parameters  are introduced. 
P    = A f 
1 l pu 
P    =  [A    - B    - B    log (t    + 1)]   f 
2 2 12 S pu 
P    =  [A    - B    - B     log (t    + 1)]   f 
3 3 3 «» S pu 
Q    = D    + E    + (D    + E )   log  (t    +1) 
1112 2 C 
Q    = C    + E    + E    log  (t    +1) 
2 1 3 «♦ C 
Then                     f    =P +PS    +PS2                                                                 (2-8) 
s         i 2 s         3 s 
S    = Q + Q f                                                                                  (2-9) 
c      xi ^2   c 
Substituting into Eq.  2-4; 
S=k+Q-Qf (2-10) 
S 2 1 2    CS 
Substituting into Eq.  2-8: 
f    = P    + P     (k.... - Q    - Q  f    ) 
s 1 2       2 l 2   cs 
+ P     (k    - Q    - Q f    ) 3 2 1 2    CS 
= R+Rf      +Rf2 (2-11) l 2   CS 3   CS 
-7- 
where:    R   = P    +P    (k    -Q)+P    (k    - Q )' 
11221 321 
R    = - Q     [P    + 2P  (k    - Q )] 
2 2 2 3      2 1 
R     =  P   QZ 
3 3   2 
Substituting Eqs. 2-7a and 2-11 into the equilibrium conditions 2-5a 
and 2-6a 
Ae    - Z  [R    + (R   +1)   (g    + g x)  + R    (g    + g x )2]  a' = P  (2-12) 
8   1 1 2 1 2   S 3 1 2   S pS 
I g    - Z  [R    + (R    + 1)   (g    + g x )  + R    (g    + g x )2] x a e  = - M g2 1 2 1 2S 31 2S SpS 
(2-13) 
These equations are simultaneous quadratic equations in g and g , and 
l 2 
can be written in the form of Eq.  2-15 by introducing the  following 
parameters 
U    = R A     + P 
l l ps 
V    = R Zxa      - M l l      ps 
U    =  (R    + 1)  A      - A 
22 ps g 
V    =  (R    +1)  Zxa      = U 
2 2 PS 3 
U    = (R    + 1)   Zxa 
3 2 PS 
U    = R A 
if 3   PS 
U    = 2R Zxa 
5 3      ps 
U    = R Zx2a 
6 3 ps 
V »  (R    +1)   Zx2a      - I 
3 2 PS g 
V = R Zxa      = T U 
it 3   •    PS ^5 
V = 2R Zx2a      = 2  U 
5 3 PS 6 
V = R Zx3a 
6 3 PS 
(2-14) 
Then U    +Ug    +Ug    +Ug2+Ugg    +Ug2 = 0 
1     21     32     fl     512     62 
V +Vg +Vg +Vg2+Vgg +Vg2=0 
1     2 1     3 2     if 1     5 12     6 2 
(2-15) 
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If prestressing steel is  concentrated at one level,  then x 
s 
becomes  a constant for all elements,  and .is equal to e    by  definition. 
Replacing x    by e    and perform all summation in Eqs.  2-14, the para- 
s g 
meters U and V become simplified as  follows: 
U    = R A      + P 
l l ps 
V    = R e A     - M l l  g ps 
U    -  (R    + 1)   A      - A 2 2 ps g V    =  (R    + 1)  e  
2A      - I 
3 2 g    ps g 
U=(R+l)eA      =V 
3 2 g  PS 2 
V    =Rel 6 3  g    ps 
U    = R A 
l» 3   PS 
U    =2RA    e    =2V 
5 3 ps  g i» 
U    = R A   e *  = -^ V 6 3 ps  g        2     5 
Substituting these equations into Eqs.  2-15, the quadratic terms   can 
be eliminated by multiplying the  first equation by e     and subtracting 
the second 
(Peo + M)  -   (A^e )   g    + I  e    = 0 g g  g       1 g 2 
Therefore A e Pe    + M 
82 I 81 I g g 
(2-16) 
Substituting into Eq.   2-7 
f    = 
c 
A e x 
1+_S_S_ 
g 
8l" 
Pe    + M 
g 
It is   clear that Eqs.  2-15  can be transformed into a quadratic equa- 
tion in terms of g    by means  of Eq.  2-16.    However,  a more useful form 
-9- 
of the equation is obtained by eliminating g and g from Eqs. 2-12, 
12 
2-13,  and 2-10.     Replacing x    by e   ,  these equations become 
Agga -  [Rx + (R2 + 1)   <8i  + g2eg)  + R3   (8j  + g2eg)   ]  Apg      = P   (2-12a) 
I g    -   [R   + (R   + 1)   (g    + g e )  + R    (g    + g eK}   ]  Apseg = " M g2 1 2 12g 3 1 2   B 
(2-13a) 
f      - g    + g e (2-lOa) 
CS 6i 62   g 
Multiply Eq.   2-12a by I   , Eq.   2-13a by   (A e ) ,   add these two equations, 
o ©   o 
and substitute Eq.   2-10a 
Alf      -   [R    + (R   + 1)   f      +Rf2]A       (l+Ae)2=PI-MAe g g cs i 2 cs 3  cs ps       g g g g g g 
Therefore 
f      -   [R    +    (R   + 1)   f      + R f     2]  A [ ~- + -=&    . .      • _ 
cs l 2 cs 3   cs ps     I  A I       / A I x
   g      g / g      g 
e_2\ p        Me 
(2-17) 
Two parameters  are introduced 
3 =- 
A I   —    + —£— 
ps A      + I 
v
       
v
    g g 
Me 
f        = V X
cl      A    + I 
g g 
Eq.  2-17 is then transformed into Eq.   2-18 
-10- 
(R    -  0f*   )  +  (R    -  3 + 1)   f    ■ + R f    2   = 0 (2-18) 
1 C 2 CS       .     3    CS 
It is important  to note  that f  .  is  the nominal  concrete stress at 
c.g.s.   caused by  the  applied loads, based on gross section properties, 
and using a tension positive sign convention.    The dimensionless geo- 
metrical parameters  $ is  closely associated with the ratio of steel 
prestress  to concrete prestress. 
The equilibrium Eqs.  2-5  and 2-6  can  also be simplified to 
yield the value of steel stress  at any arbitrary time: 
fs "  <* " X)   fcs + Kl <2'19> 
By  definition,  the steel prestress  and prestress  loss  can be evaluated 
by the following equations: 
f    = f    -  f 0        ' (2-20) p        s        sx. 
Af    = f      -  f    = f   .  - f    + f  . (2-21) p        si        p si        s sx, 
where:     f      = steel prestress, in ksi 
P ~ 
f   .  = steel stress   caused by applied loads  including member 
weight  and all permanent loads,  in ksi 
Af    - loss of prestress , in ksi 
P 
f  .   = initial steel stress immediately upon  anchorage,  in ksi 
SI 
In summary, the procedure for an analysis of prestress 
losses in a pretensioned member is as following: 
-11- 
1. Material, geometry and  fabrication parameters  are known or 
specified  for the problem,   (these include the  concrete 
characteristics,  3,  f 0 , k   ,  and k ). 
ex,  i      2 
2. Evaluate R , R , and R for each specified time t . 
12 3 c 
3. Solve Eq.   2-18 for  f     . n cs 
4. Evaluate the steel stress  f    by Eq.  2-19. 
5. Calculate the  concrete  and steel strains, S     and S    by 
'    c s    ' 
Eqs.   2-2  and 2-4,  respectively. 
6. Evaluate steel prestress by Eq.  2-20. 
Based on the  formulas  as  shown above, a  computer program 
PRELOC had been developed to estimate the prestress losses6. 
2.2    Test Track Bridge 
The investigation of in-service bridge beam was made from an 
experimental bridge which is part  of  a pavement durability test track 
located near State  College, Pennsylvania.     The experimental bridge is 
a two-span, prestressed concrete I-beam bridge.     Six PennDOT standard 
20/33 pretensioned concrete I-beams are used in each span,   at spacings 
of 6  ft.   10 in.     It is located on  a 1%  grade  and a curve of 550  ft. 
radius, with a superelevation  of 0.1040 ft.  per ft.2    The superstruc- 
ture spans  are 60 ft.   center to center.    Figures  1,  2 and 3 show the 
cross-section,  plan view and plane  framing of the test track bridge. 
-12- 
Six of  the twelve beams were instrumented with Whittemore 
gage targets  at  10 in.   gage  lengths near the midspan section on both 
sides of the beam.    The  locations  of these beams are shown in Fig. 2. 
Beams No.   4,  5, 9  and 10  contain the stabilized strands   and No.   3 and 
11 contain the  conventional stress  relieved strands.     The purpose  of 
the arrangement of specimens is  to  compare the prestress  loss  charac- 
teristics  of members  containing the two types  of strands. 
Eight short specimens were  fabricated together with the main 
beams  for control measurements  of shrinkage  and creep strains.     The 
four shrinkage specimens  are six feet  long,   and contain untensioned 
strands.     The  other  four short specimens  are seven feet  long  and were 
subjected to the same prestress  as  the main beams, but at  a reduced 
constant eccentricity.    The stress   condition in these short pre- 
stressed specimens was  designed to be the same as  that   at  the midspan 
section  of  the main beams under the  full design  dead load.     These 
short specimens were  also instrumented with Whitmore gage targets  at 
10 in.  gage lengths.     For the  detail of the instrumention,  refer to 
Ref.   7. 
-13- 
3.     REFINEMENT  OF PREDICTION PROCEDURE 
,    3.1    Need  for Refinement 
In the research leading to  the procedure described in 
Chapter 2,  the  concrete strain data were obtained from specimens under 
a steady environmental condition.     As a real life structural member 
may be subjected to a different  and varying environmental  condition, 
the  adjustment in  the shrinkage   component is needed.     The  creep  com- 
ponent of concrete is  a function of load and the time period which the 
load has been applied on the  concrete structural member.    In the pre- 
vious  research, the  creep effect was evaluated based on the age of 
concrete, t   , only.     In other words,   the  creep effect of a certain 
applied stress was  treated as if the stress has been applied on the 
member since the member was built.     This is only strictly  correct  for 
the effect of the weight of member.     For any subsequently applied 
load,  a sudden increase in prestress,  or a drop in loss, will be pre- 
dicted.     This phenomenon is not consistent with the  definition of 
prestress, which should not react  to the  application of loading.    This 
inconsistency of the prestress  loss prediction values  at  the  time when 
additional loads  are  applied to the member is  clearly due  to  the usage 
of total  concrete time  for creep.     Further studies of those effects 
are necessary. 
-14- 
3.2    Environmental Effect 
Shrinkage of  concrete is  a primary component in the  design 
of prestressed  concrete members.    The  rate of shrinkage  depends 
chiefly  on the weather conditions.     As shown in Eq.   2-2, the shrinkage 
strain of the  concrete surface is: 
s
«^   <0  = D    + D    log (t    + 1) (3-1) sn       c i 2 c 
The  coefficients D    and D    were determined from different  concrete 
1 2 
mixes  corresponding to an upper bound and a lower bound of shrinkage 
strain separately.     The values  of D    and D    are in Table 2.    Based on 
' 12 
a three year period, Eq.   3-1 leads  to an estimation of shrinkage from 
0.449 x 10~3  to 0.679 x 10~3. 
A usual estimation  of ultimate  shrinkage strain under 50% 
3   5 
relative humidity is 0.600 x 10     .       For a different humidity condi- 
tion,   this value must be  corrected by  a shrinkage humidity  correction 
factor3   as  shown in Fig.  5.     The   coefficients  D    and D    in Eq.   3-1 
l 2 
were developed based on a moderately humid environment  (average rel- 
ative humidity is equal to 50 to  70%)e.     Multiplying the   coefficients 
D    and D    by the shrinkage humidity  correction factor in the predic- 
l 2 
tion procedure   (Chapter 4),   the results showed that the predicted 
values were influenced very much by these  correction factors.  Figure 6 
shows  the  comparison of the  concrete strains predicted with the 
shrinkage humidity  correction factor equal to 0.5   (relative humidity = 
80%)   and the measured values  taken  from the test  track bridge.  Several 
-15- 
other comparisons have been made using different shrinkage humidity 
correction factors.  Figures 9 and 10 show the comparison using shrink- 
age humidity correction equal to 1.0 (relative humidity = 55%) for the 
members containing different steel strands.  The results shows that 
the prediction using shrinkage humidity correction factor equal to 1.0 
compares better with the experimental values than those using the cor- 
rection factor equal to 0.5, although the average relative humitity is 
around 80% in the experimental bridge site.  It is reasoned that the 
shrinkage is not only affected by the relative humidity but also by 
temperature, wind and other environmental conditions. Owing to the 
lack of sufficient information about these influenced factors, the re- 
lationship between the shrinkage and these factors cannot be estab- 
lished.  In order to establish a mathematic model for the shrinkage 
and the weather conditions, further study is needed.  It is suggested 
to use the shrinkage correction factor equal to 1.0 in the proposed 
procedure (Chapter 4) until an accurate mathematical model can be 
established. 
3.3 Effect of Applied Load 
3.3.1 Statement of Problem 
When the deck and other facilities are built, the prestressed 
concrete beams deflect downward under the added loads.  In the previous 
prediction procedure, the prestress loss predicted immediately after 
load is applied to the member is different from the value immediately 
before the load is applied.  In other words, there is a sudden change 
-16- 
of prestress  force as  the load is applied to the member.    This phenom- 
enon is  inconsistent with  the  definition of prestress  loss.     In order 
to maintain the  consistency  of prestress  loss,  a refinement of the 
prediction procedure is needed to properly  reflect  the effect of 
applied load. 
3.3.2    Short Term Effect 
As mentioned in Section 3.1,  the   creep effect of concrete 
stress  caused by  applied logd was not properly  considered in the pre- 
vious prediction procedure,   and modification is  needed in the   creep 
expression.     A new relationship  for creep effect on concrete strain is 
introduced,  including terms  containing the   change  of  concrete stress 
f   ,,   caused by added load, 
sd' J 
Scr = E, + E2  log  (tc +1)  + Vc + \   Cfc "  W   lo*  Ctc + 1} 
+
 \  fsd log  (tc + X "  tc5) C3"2) 
where:     t       =  the  age of   concrete when additional  load is   applied, 
in days 
f   , = increment  of  concrete stress   due  to  the  additional load, 
sd 
applied at t    = t     , in ksi  compression positive 
Substituting Eq.   3-3 into Eq.   2-2,   a new stress-strain-time  relation- 
ship of  concrete is established as: 
S     =Cf    +[D    +D    log   (t    + 1)]  +  [E    + E    log  (t    +1)] 
Cl 1 2 C 1 2 C 
+
   
f
C      
[E3   +  E-    l0g   (tC   +   1)]   "   E^5d   [1°g   (tC   +   1} 
- log (tc + 1 - tc5)] (3-3) 
-17- 
It stands  to reason that using Eq.   2-2  for time t    < t       and 
Eq.   3-3 for time t    > t      in the general solution scheme should remove 
^ c C5 & 
the bothersome inconsistency  at  time  t    =  t      provided that  the proper 
value of f   , is used in Eq.   3-3.     The stress  change  f   . is  determined 
sd H 6      sd 
by comparing stresses  at the time  t      before, and time t       after,  the 
load application. 
For the  convenience of discussion, we  designate  the  age of 
concrete immediately before the load applied as t    .     Therefore 
t ,   = t  r.     The concrete strains  at  age t      and t       are S       and S     , c"» cs °        C«t C5 C«t C5 
respe ctively. 
S      = C f      + [D    + D log  (t      + 1)]  + [E    + E    log  (t      +1)] C«f            1    C<t               1            2 6C«*               J          L    1            2         &         C* 
+
   
fC,    IE3   + E,   lQS   (tC   +  1)]   -   Vsd    [1°^   CtC,   +  1} 
-log (tcit + l- tcs)]                                                                             (3-4) 
S      = C f      + [D    + D log  (t      + 1)]  + [E    + E    log  (t      +1)] 
C5     1 C5      1     2 6   C5             1     2   &   C5 
+ f   [E + E log (t  + 1)] - E f . [log (t  + 1) 
C5    3     «f C5            «f sd    "   C5 
- log (t^^ + 1 - t )]                               (3-5) 
C5 Co 
where:  f  = concrete stress at t - t  , in ksi 
c>* c   c1* 
f  = concrete stress at t = t  , kn ksi C5 c           C5 
Substracting Eq.   3-5 by 3-4,  the increase of  concrete strain AS    is: 
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AS    = S      - S 
C CS Ci» 
=  C(f      -   f    )  + E     (f      -f) 
1 C5 C1* 3 c5 C"» 
=   (Ca  + E3)   (fcs  -  fc%) 
=  (C,"+ E3)   fsd (3-6) 
Based on  the strain  compatibility,  the  change of steel strain is  the 
same as  the  change of  concrete strain.     Therefore: 
AS=S       -S       =S-S 
S S5 Sk Ck C5 
= -   (C    + E  )   f   . (3-7) 
1 3       sd 
where: S = steel strain at t = t  , in 10 2 in./in. 
54 c a* 
S = steel strain at t    = t     , in 10~2  in./in. 
55 c C5 
Applying Eq.   2-8,  the  change of steel stress is 
Af    = P     (S       - S     )  + P     (S     2 -  S    2) 
S 2 S5 Si» 3 S5 S>* 
- P AS    + 2P  S    AS    + P AS  2 (3-8) 
2      S 3   Sit      S 3      S 
Substituting Eq.   3-7 into Eq.   3-8 
Af   =   H f   . + H f   ,2 (3-9) 
s l  sd        2 sd 
where:    H    = -   (P    + 2P S    )   (C    + E ) 
1 2 3   S«t 1 3 
H     = P     (C    + E  ) 
2 3 1 3 
From equilibrium Eqs.   2-5   and 2-6 
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/Af dA - EAf a  = AP (3-10) 
c c    s ps 
/Af e dA - lAf e a  = -AM (3-11) 
c g c     s g ps 
where: AP = additional axial load applying to the member, in kip 
AM = moment applied to the member caused by additional load, 
in kip-in. 
The positive direction of e , AP and AM are the same as used in 
g 
Eqs.  2-5  and 2-6.     For the sake of practicability, prestressing steel 
is treated as  concentrated at  one level.     Then, x    becomes   a constant 
s 
for all elements,   and is equal  to e    by definition.     Replacing x    by 
e     and applying Eq.   2-7,   the  concrete stress distribution is 
Af    = Ag    + Ag e (3-12) 
c 1 2   g 
Multiplying Eq.   3-10a by I   , Eq.   3-lla by   (A e ) , add these two equa- 
o o    o 
tions ,  and substitute Eqs.   3-9 and 3-12 
A I f   , -   [(H    + l)f,+Hf,2]A       (I    + A e )   = API    -AMAe g g sd i sd 2  sd ps       g g g g g g 
Therefore 
/ i         e 2 \ AP      AMe 
f,-8[(H    +l)f,+Hf/]A         \j- + lS-} = T- - T^       <3-13> sd              i                sd         2  sd        ps     I A         I       / A           I F
        \   g         8   / g           g 
Using parameter 3 and f'~~ 
-3Af' 0+(H    -3 + l)f   ,+Hf   .2=0 (3-14) cJ6 i sd 2  sd 
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Equation 3-14 was  derived based on  the new concrete strain expressions 
at  t      and t     , Eqs.   3-4  and 3-5,  and the  change of  concrete strain, 
Eq.  3-6.     The  f   , solved from Eq.  3-14 automatically assures that the 
stresses f      and f     , each solved separately, would satisfy the C5 c<» r 7 > j 
condition 
f   , = f      -  f 
Sd C5 C4 
Figure  7 shows the  relationship between prestress losses and concrete 
age of Test Track Bridge beam using f   ,  in concrete surface.     It also 
sd 
shows   the   consistency of prestress  loss   at  the  time when additional 
load was  applied. 
3.3.3    Long Term Effect 
As  discussed in  Section 3.3.2, Eq.   3-2  shows  the  corrected 
creep component of  concrete strain.     In comparison to the older form, 
Eq.   2-2,  the new expression   contains  an  additional term to reflect  the 
increase  of concrete stress  at a time t      other than transfer.    It is 
C5 
seen  that  as t     increases, the bracketed quantity in  the  last term of 
Eq.   3-3  decreases indefinitely,   and Eq.   3-3 approaches Eq.  2-2  as a 
limit.     Figure  7 shows the prestress loss, f  g  - f     ,  versus  concrete 
age,  t   ,   of the Test Track Bridge beams.     There  are  two curves  in the 
c 
figure.     One  represents  the  result  calculated based on the new con- 
crete  surface Eq.   3-3  (the  computer program PRELOI, described in 
Section 4.2).     The  other was  drawn based on the  result obtained from 
the previously developed  computer program PRELOC.     It is   clear that 
the  curves  approach each other asymptotically as  time increases.     At 
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the end of service life,  assumed 100 years,   the values of prestress 
loss predicted by PRELOC and PRELOI are 56.15  and 55.5 ksi, respec- 
tively.     The difference  of these two values  is  so small,   that the pre- 
diction procedure derived previously can be  safely used for the total 
prestress loss at the end of service life.    However,  for a short 
period of time, the  two methods show significantly different results. 
Figure  7 also shows  that  for a short period of time after 
the  application of additional load, there  is  actually a decrease of 
prestress loss.     It is felt that for practical purposes,  the prestress 
may be  taken  as  remaining constant during  this period before decreas- 
ing again.     This period of time is  designated as AT, and is  seen to be 
controlled by the section property  3>  the loading time  t      and the 
change of  concrete stress f   , due to added load.    An extensive study 
of all these parameters was  carried out,  using thirteen numerical 
examples.     These examples  consist  of PennDOT and AASHTO Standard I 
sections  and box sections.     The properties  of these examples  covered 
the following ranges  of parametric values: 
Section property 3:     from 50.5  to 142.0 
Change of nominal  concrete stress  at  c.g.s.  Af „:     from 0.20  to 
0.86 ksi 
Loading time t     :     from 90 to 210 days 
The  calculated AT values,   calculated from computer program PRELOI, 
varied from 15  to 570  days, but  the  relationship of AT with  control- 
ling parameters was not immediately apparent.    A more systematic 
-22- 
s 
study was done by holding t  constant at 142 days, which is the load- 
ing time of Test Track Bridge beams, and varying 3 from 50 to 200 and 
Af'  from 0.2 to 1.0 ksi. The AT values of this study varied f.rom 25 
to 861 days.  In a member section with 3 with t  fixed, AT was ob- 
C5 
served to vary parabolically with the values of the increased concrete 
stress  f   ,.     Figure  8 shows  the relationship between AT and f   ,. 
sd r sd 
Clearly, AT should be  zero  if f   , is zero,  hence the parabola should 
pass  through the origin.     On  the  other hand,  at a fixed value  of f   ,, 
it was  found that  the value  of AT varies with J§.     A regression  analy- 
sis of the  AT values with respect   to both  3 and f   ,  resulted in the 
following  relationship: 
(AT) = 3^  [62.584 f   } - 4.249  f   ,] (3-15) U2 sd sd 
If  the loading time,   t     , was   changed from 142  days,  the AT 
C5 
would change too.  The ratio of the AT to the value of AT, when t  is 
equal to 142 days, has to be introduced.  A study based on the range 
of 3 values from 50 to 200 and f . values from 0.0 to 0.9, showed the 
sd 
following results 
AT = a (AT) 
l«f2 
= o.$* [62.584 f   ,2 - 4.249 f   ,] (3-16) 
sd sd 
where: a = 0.000243 t    2 + 0.003598 t (3-17) 
C5 C5 
The parameters  3 and Af'. were  considered as separate para- 
meters in the preceding prediction procedure.     In practice,   a heavy 
loading condition would normally  require a heavily prestressed member. 
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In other words, large Af . would normally be associated with small $ 
values. If the correlation between these two parameters for economi- 
cal design can be established, one of these two could be removed from 
Eqs. 3-16 and 3-17, and the estimation of AT could be considerably 
simplified. At present, there is not sufficient information to 
establish the correlation between these two parameters, and further 
study is needed. 
For a normal prestressed member, the second term of Eq. 3-13 
is very small, only a few percent, as compared with the first term. 
If this small term is ignored, the simplified Eq. 3-13 shows that 
f , can be approximately calculated as the elastic change of con- 
crete stress due to the added load. In the simplified method descr- 
ibed in Section 4.3, this approximation for f  is used. 
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I 
4.     PROPOSED METHOD 
4.1    Derivation of Equations   and Formulas 
In deriving the new prediction procedure, most of the basic 
relationships  used in Section 2.1 remain the same.     These include  the 
stress-strain-time relationship!for steel,  time  compatibility,  strain 
compatibility, equilibrium conditions,  and concrete stress  distribu- 
tion.     The only  change is made in the stress-strain-time  relationship 
of  concrete,   for which Eq.   3-3 will be used.     In order to simplify  the 
derivation,  Eq.   3-3 will be used.     In order to simplify the derivation, 
Eq.   3-3 can be expressed  as Eq.   4-1 by introducing a group  of 
parameters. 
S    =Q    +Qf    +Qf   . (4-1) 
c       xi       X2   c      x3  sd 
where:    Q =   (SHCF)   [D    + D    log   (f    + 1) ]   +  [E    + E     log  (t    + 1) ] 
1 1 2 C 1 2 C 
Q =  C    + E    + E    log   (t    +1) 
2 13 4 C 
Q = - E     [log   (t    + 1)  -  log   (t    + 1 -   t    )] 
3 If C C C5 
Substituting Eq.   4-1 into 2-4 
S    =K    -Q    -Qf    -Qf   . (4-2) 
S 2 1 2    C 3   Sd 
Substituting Eq.   4-2 into 2-8 
f    =P    +P     (k    -Q    -Qf    -Qf,)+P     (k    -Q    -Qf    -Qf,)2 
S l 2 2 1 2    C X3   Sd7 3 2 1 2    C X3   Sd 
= R    + R f       +Rf     2+RfJ+RfJ2+RffJ (4-3) 1 2CS 3CS it   sd s   sd 6CSd 
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where:     R =P    +P     (k    -Q)+P     (k    -Q): 
11221 321 
R = -  Q    [P    + 2P    (k    - Q )] 
2 2 2 3 2 1 
R =     P   Q   2 
3 3    2 
R = - Q     [P    + 2P     (k    - Q )] 
>t 3 2 3 2 1 
R =  P   Q   2 
5 3    3 
R = 2P Q Q 
6 3    13 
Substituting Eqs.   2-7a and 4-3 into equilibrium equations  2-5a and 2-6a 
Ae    -  Z   [R    + (R    + 1)   (g    + g x )   + R    (g    + g x )2  + R f 
g   1 1 2 125 3125 itSd 
+ R f    2 + R    (g    + g x )   f     ]  a      = P (4-4) 
5 sd e       l 2   5       sd      ps 
I g    - I   [R    + (R    + 1)   (g    + g x )   + R     (g    + g x )2  + R f   , 
g2 1 2 125 3125 it   Sd 
+ R g    2 + R     (g    + g x )   f     ]  x  a_  = - M (4-5) 
5   Sd 6 1 2   5 Sd 5   ps 
These equations   are  simultaneous  quadratic equations  in g 
l 
and g   , and can be written in  the  form of Eq.   4-6 by introducing  the 
2 
following parameters 
U    =P + Z(R   +Rf, + Rf,2)a 1 j ., sd 5  sd ps 
U    = E  (R    + R f   ,  + 1)   a      - A 
2 2 6  sd ps g 
U=Z(R+Rf,+l)xa 
3 2 6   Sd S   ps 
U    = ZR a 
it 3   PS 
U    = E2R a    x 
5 3 ps  s 
U    =    R x 2a 
6 3    S      ps 
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V = E (R + R f . + R f 2) x a  - M 1 1   i» sd   5 sd   s ps 
V =Z(R +Rf.+l)xa 2 2     6 Sd        S ps 
V =Z(R + R f , + 1) x 2a  -I 3 2    G Sd        S  ps    g 
V = ZR a x 
«•      3 PS S 
V = E2R a x 2 5 3 ps s 
V = ZR x 3a 6 3 s ps 
Then: U +Ug +Ug    +Ug^+Ugg    +Ugz=0 
1     21     32    •» 1      512     62 
V +Vg +Vg  +Vg2+Vgg  + V g 2 = 0 
1     21     32     k   1 512     62 
(4-6) 
Special  case 1:    If prestressing steel is  concentrated at 
one  level,  then x    becomes  a constant, x    = e   , by  definition.     Replac- 
s s        g 
ing x    by e    and perform all summations in Eq.   4-6, the parameters U 
and V become simplified as follows : 
U=P + (R+RfJ+Rf,2)A 1 i i,  sd 5   sd ps 
U=(R+Rf,+1)A-A 2 2 6  sd ps g I 
U    =V    =(R    +Rf.+l)eA 3 2 2 6  sd g ps 
U    = R A 
if 3   ps 
U    = 2V    = 2R e A 5 4 3  g ps 
U    »Jv    =Re2A 6 2      5 3   g     ps 
-27- 
V =(R    + Rf,+Rf2)eA l i *  sd 5 sd g ps 
V =  (R    + R f   , + 1)  e  2A      -I 3 2 6  sd g    ps g 
V = R e  3A 6 3  g    ps 
Substituting these parameters into Eq.   4-6, the quadratic terms  can be 
eliminated by multiplying the first equation by e    and subtracting the 
O 
second. 
(Peo + M) -   (A e  )  g    + I g    =0 
g g g       l g 2 
Therefore A e Pe    + M 
_    g 8 „ g. g    = -" g ? (4-7) 2 A l 1 
8 g 
Substituting Eq.   4-7 into Eq.  2-7 
A e \ Pe    + M 
f   =    I -4-s- x + 1      g S— 
c
      ■  Jg °>      \ 
It is  clear that Eq.  4-6  can be  transformed into quadratic equation in 
terms  of g    by means of Eq.   4-7.     However, a more useful form of the 
equation is  obtained by eliminating g    and g    from Eqs.   4-4,  4-5  and 
1 2 
4-2.     Replacing x    by e   ,   these equations become 
Ag    -   [R    + R f       + R f  / + (R    + R f      + 1)   (g    + g x) 
g   1 1 «t   sd 5   sd 2 6   sd 12 
+ R    (g    + g x2)]  A = P (4-8) 
3 1 2 PS 
I g    =  [R    + R f      + R f /    + (R    + R f      + 1)   (g    + g x) 
g   2 1 "♦   Sd 5   Sd 2 6   Sd i 2 
+ R    (g    + g x)2] e A      = - M (4-9) 
3 1 2 g   PS 
■28- 
f      - g    + g e (4-10) 
cs      ai      62 g 
Multiply Eq.   4-8 by I   , Eq.   4-9 by  (A e ) ,  add these  two equations, 
o o   o 
and substitute Eq.   4-10 
Alf      -A       (I    +e2A)[R    + Rf,+Rf2 + (R    + R f   . + 1)   f g g cs        psg        g    g l »♦  sd 5sd 2 3 sd cs 
+ R f    2]   = PI    - MA e 3   cs g g g 
Therefore 
f      -   [(R    + R f   . + R f  /)  + (R    + R f   . + 1)  f CS j i,  sd 5  sd 2 6  s" cs 
(e  2   \ Me 
i-+i^    -r-r* «-"> 
g        g    / g        g 
Using the parameters  3 and f    , Eq.   4-11 is  then transformed into 
Eq.   4-12 
(R    -  0f' 0 + R f   . + R f   ,2)  + (R    +Rf.+l-3)f i cl n. sd 5 sd 2 6  sd cs 
+ R f    2 = 0 (4-12) 
3   CS 
This is  the new general prediction procedure for prestress 
loss.    The utilization of this procedure will be discussed in the next 
section. 
4.2     Computer Program PRELOI 
In utilizing the  formulas  and equations  derived in 
Section 4.1 and the  formulas  of f   , developed in Section 3.3.2, the 
previously developed computer program PRELOC was revised and named 
PRELOI. 
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There  are several things  added and others  omitted from pro- 
gram PRELO I.    The new additions  are: 
1. The shrinkage-humidity correction factor SHCF was introduced 
in the shrinkage  component of concrete surface. 
2. The effect of the weight of precast member was included 
starting from the transfer time. 
3. The geometric properties of composite section and the forces 
caused by the weight of slab and other dead load were calcu- 
lated by  the subroutine ONE. 
4. The increase of  concrete stress  caused by additional load, 
was  calculated by the subroutine FSAD which was developed 
based on the formula shown in Section 3.3.2. 
5. The stress  and strain of steel  and concrete  at each stage 
were  calculated by the procedure  developed in Section 4.1. 
The following items were eliminated from PRELOC, because in practical 
applications,   these items will not be used. 
1. Coefficients  of auxiliary  concrete surfaces which were used 
only on the research purpose, were eliminated from PRELOC. 
2. The subroutine ALTPATH was  removed  from original program. 
This subroutine was used t_o_Galculat.e„±he prestress  loss, 
stress  and strain of two alternative paths:    1)   completely 
unloaded path, and 2)   completely loaded path from the pre- 
stressing time.     These are not useful in practical 
application. 
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The input data of PRELOI contains seven cards, including the 
types of steel and concrete, geometric properties of precast member, 
initial stress or strain of steel strands, transfer time, loading time, 
dimensions of slab, additional load and its time of application, 
shrinkage correction factor and a name of the member. The details of 
these cards are shown in Appendix A.  After completing the calculation 
of one member, the computer program PRELOI will return to analyze a 
second member using the next set of input cards.  This repetitive pro- 
cess will continue until a blank input card is encountered, when the 
program will terminate. 
A computer flow chart showing the functions of main program 
and all the subroutines is shown in Appendix B. 
4.3 Simplified Method 
Based on the  analysis  and discussion of Sections 3.3.2  and 
3.3.3 and the results  obtained from the  computer program PRELOI,  a 
hand calculation method is proposed.     This method  considers three time 
intervals.     First interval is  from immediate transfer to the  complex 
tion of slab and/or applying any  additional loads.    Second interval is 
from the end of  first interval to the recovering time, t      = t      + AT. 
° cr        cs 
Third interval is  from recovering time to  the end of service life,  as- 
sumed to be 100 years.     The procedure is illustrated as  follows: 
■31- 
Input data need: 
Concrete material (upper or lower bound of prestress loss) 
Initial tensioning stress f 
° si 
Transfer  time k 
l 
Age of  concrete when additional load is  applied t 
°
rr
 C5 
Geometrical design parameter 3  (the same as in Chapter 2) 
Nominal concrete stresses at c.g.s.   due to  load f'     and f 
° eg     ci 
Step 1: Evaluation of loss at initial stage (immediately after 
transfer) 
IL = REL + EL (4-13) 
1 
The two parts in Eq. 4-13 are: 
KEL = initial relaxation loss, evaluated from Fig. 11, 
as a function of f  and k . 
si     1 
EL  = n.f i C3 
Where n. = initial modular ratio 
x 
= 6 for upper bound estimate of loss 
= 5 for lower bound estimate of loss 
f  = initial concrete stress at c.g.s., calculated 
based on a theoretical elastic analysis 
f  = f /(3 + n. - 1) 
C3    S2        1 
Where f  = f  - REL 
S2   si      i 
n. 
Therefore:    EL = Q , x     f (4-14) p + n. - 1  S2 
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Step 2:    Evaluation of loss at the end of service life with full 
load (taken as 100 years  after transfer) 
TL = SRL + ECR - LD (4-15) 
The three parts in Eq. 4-15 are 
SRL = Value taken from Fig. 12, based on concrete 
material and f 
si 
ECR = Stress-dependent component of prestress loss 
= 12.5 f      for upper bound 
= 11 f      for lower bound C3 
or, more precisely, ECR is taken from Figs. 13 and 14, based 
on concrete material and f .  f  may be added as a second 
cs   si  J 
parameter. r 
LD = Effect of applied load 
- (Y - 1) fBl± (4-16) 
n± 3 
where
 
f
BAi ■ e.+ -n± - 1 fc* (4"17) 
Y = 3.3 for upper bound concrete 
= 2.9 for lower bound concrete 
Step 3 : Evaluation of loss at the end of service life with 
weight of member only 
TLW = SRL + ECR - LDW (4-18) 
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The three parts in Eq. 4-18 are 
SRL = the same as in step 2 
ECR = the same as in step 2 
LDW = Effect of the weight of member 
ni 3 
where f 0 = 3—r 7- f' sSlg      $ + n - 1 eg 
f'  = nominal concrete fiber stress, at c.g.s. caused 
eg 
by the weight of member, based on gross section 
properties, tension is positive. 
Y  = the same as in step 2 
Step 4: Evaluation of loss at the time, t  , when additional 
C5 
loads are applied to the member. 
TL5 = IL + 0.22 (TLW - IL) log t (4-19) 
C5 
Step 5: Evaluation of loss at intermediate time t 
1) At a time before additional load applied to the member, 
t < t 
C     C5 
PL = IL + 0.22 (TLW - IL) log t (4-20) 
2)  In the second interval, between the additional load ap- 
plied to the member and the recovering time, 
-34- 
■&■ 
t      <  t    <. t      + AT 
C5 C C5 
PL = TL5 (4-21) 
where    AT =  the time interval calculated by Eqs.   3-16 and 
r. 
3-17 
AT = cx3^  [62.584  f / - 4.249 f   J (3-16) 1 sd sd 
a = 0.000243 t      + 0.003598 t (3-17) 
C5 C5 
fsd *  «.U " £S*g>    ^ <4"22) 
3)    In the  third interval,   the time after the recovering 
time,   t    >  t    + AT 
c        c 
log  (t    - t      - AT) 
PI, = TL5 + (TL - H.5)  log  (36>500^ . M)       (4-23) 
where    PL =  total loss at t    days after transfer 
4.4    Illustrated Example 
For the purpose of illustrating the simplified method devel- 
oped in Section 4.3,   two examples are given in this section. 
Example 1: 
The PennDOT Standard 20/33 I-beams, spaced at 6 ft.  10 in. 
and spanning 60 ft.    The beams  support a 7-1/2 in.  slab,   cast-in place 
without shoring, with  7 in.  structural  thickness.    Prestressing is 
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supplied by  thirty-four straight 1/2 in.  stress-relieved strands of 
the 270 grade.     Initial tensioning stress  is 189 ksi.     Concrete mate- 
rial corresponds  to lower bound losses.     The properties of  the cross- 
sections are: 
For the precast girder section: 
A    = 417 sq.  in. g 
I    = 44,754 in.1* 8 
e    =7.95 in. g 
For the  composite section  (considering  7 in.  by 82 in.   effective 
flange) 
A = 991 sq.   in. 
I = 165,492 in.1* 
e =  20.77 in. 
The fabrication, erection and loading schedules are as follows: 
Transfer of prestress - three days after tensioning 
Erection of beams on abutment - one day after transfer 
Application of additional dead load of 30 psf - 142 days 
after transfer 
The midspan bending moments caused by the several categories of 
loads are: 
Girder load moment - 2350 k-in. 
Slab load moment - 3460 k-in. 
Superimposed dead load moment - 1110 k-in. 
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To initiate the solution, several parameters will first be 
evaluated. 
The initial stress ratio is 189/270 = 0.70 
The transfer time is k. = three days 
The interval between transfer and the application of load 
t  = 142 days 
The geometrical design parameters is calculated as follows: 
i i 
(b-°i)      3-M (£♦,?£) A    ^- ps 
= 50.5 
The parameter f1-, reflecting the effect of applied loads, 
is calculated assuming that the girder and slab loads are carried by 
the composite section. Also the effect of live load is neglected in 
view of its  transient nature. 
i (2350 + 3460)   7.95      1110  (20.77) 
c& 44,754 165,492 
= 1.171 ksi 
Step 1:     Initial Prestress Loss 
From Fig.   11,   for  f      = 0.70 f      and k.  = 3 
si pu x 
REL    = 0.028 f      =  7.56 ksi l pu 
f      = 189 -  7.56 = 181.4 ksi S2 
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From Eq.   4-14,   for 3 = 50.5 "and n    = 5 
EL = 5Q 5 + 5 _ !    (181.4)  = 16.6 ksi 
IL = REL    + EL = 24.2 ksi 
l 
f = 189 - 24.2 = 164.8 ksi S3 
f = ~ EL = ^ (16.6)  = 3.32 ksi C3 5             5 
Step 2:     Final Prestress Loss with Full Load 
From Fig.   12,   for f  .  = 0.70 f      and lower bound concrete &
                       si su 
SRL = 0.144 f      = 38.9 ksi pu 
From Fig.   14,   for f      =3.32 ksi  and f      = 0.70  f 
C3 SI pu 
ECR = 0.135  f      = 36.5 ksi pu 
From Eq.   4-17,   for f'     = 1.171 ksi 
fsM - 5o!5 +°55- 1    tt-"l)-5.«tal 
LD =  (2.9 - 1)   (5.42)  = 10.3 ksi 
TL = SRL + ECR - LD =  65.1 
Step 3:     Final Prestress Loss with Member Weight Only 
£'    = <";;°> J-95 - 0.42 ksi eg 44,754 
5
 
x
 
50
"
5
      x 0.42 = 1.95 ksi 
sJlg      50.5 + 5-1 
LDS =  (2.9 - 1)   (1.9)  =  3.7 ksi 
TLW = SRL + ECR - LDW -  71.7 ksi 
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Step 4:    Prestress at Time Equal to  t 
C5 
TL5 = IL + 0.22   (TLW - IL)   log t 
- 24.2 + 0.22  (71.7 - 24.2)   log 142 = 46.7 ksl 
Step 5:    Prestress Losses  at Different Intervals 
1) t    = 100  days < t 
c J C5 
PL = IL + 0.22   (TLW - IL)   log t 
= 24.2 + 0.22   (71.7 - 24.2)   log 100 = 45.1 ksi 
2) t    = 200  days <  t 
C C5. 
From Eqs.   3-16 and 3-17,  for t      = 142 days 
a = 0.0000243 f    2 + 0.003598 t C5 C5 
= 0.0000243  (142)2 + 0.003598 (142)   = 1.0 
From Eq.  4-22,   for f  „.   = 5.42,   f  „     = 1.95 and n.  = 5.0 
^ sJoi siog i 
f      = 
fs*i "  fs£g = 5.42 - 1.95 = Q^ 
sd n, 5 
AT =  (1)   (50.5)^  [62,584  (0.694)2  - 4.249   (0.694)] 
= 193 days 
t  + AT = 142 + 193 = 335 days 
cs 
t = 200 < 335 days 
c 
PL = TL5 = 46.7 ksi 
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3)     t    - 365 days > 335 days 
1°S (t    - t      -    T) 
■      » " «.S +  (TL - IL5) log (36,500 - te> -    1) 
" 
46
-
7
 
+
  ("-1 " 46-7> % g&io3-"^) 
= 52.7 ksi / 
Example 2: 
An AASHTO Type IV    I-beam which is used for a bridge span- 
ning 95.5  ft.   center-to-center and spaced  7 ft. with a modulus of elas- 
ticity of concrete equal to 5.34 x 103 ksi.    The beam supports  a 7 in. 
cast-in-place concrete slab with a modulus of elasticity equal  to 
3.93 x 103  ksi.    Prestressing is supplied by thirty straight 1/2 in., 
A      = 5.508 sq.   in.,   strands of  the 270 grade, with a modulus of elas- 
ticity equal to 28.0 x 103  ksi.     Initial tensioning stress is 189 ksi. 
The fabrication and erection schedules  are as  follows: 
Transfer of prestress - 1.7 days after tensioning 
Casting of deck coricrete,  without shoring -  88.3 days  after 
transfer. 
f      = 189 ksi = 0.70 f     ,  k    =1.7 days  and t      =  88.3 days 
si pu       l J C5 
with a lower bound concrete.     Determine prestress losses  for midspan 
scection. 
Cross section properties are A    =  789  sq.   in.,  e    = 20.62 in. g g 
at midspan, and I    = 260,730 in.1*    Composite section properties 
-40- 
r 
(considering 7 in. x 56.43 in.   effective flange)   are A = 1184 sq.   in., 
e =  31.55 in.  at midspan,  and I = 545,017 in. 
3 = i  = 62.6 
5.508 f^ + J|4lt\ 
(* 
789      260,730) 
f'    =   (H210 + 8350)   20.62  _ 
c£ 260,730 1'^/ KS1 
Step 1:     Initial Prestress Loss 
From Fig.  11,   for f   ,/f      = 0.70,  k    =1.7 days 
" si    pu i 
REL    = 0.025 x 270 = 6.8 ksi 
l 
f      = 189 - 6.75 = 182.3 ksi 
S2 
28 x 103 From Eq.  4-14,   for 3 = 62.6  and n    = -£°-2LJ£ = 5.24 
1
      5.34 x 103 
a
 
=
 62.6 +1^24 - 1  (182'3)  = 14'3 kS± 
IL = REL    + EL = 21.1 ksi 
f      = 189 - 21.1 = 167.9 ksi 
ss 
14.3 f      = ■    I,  =2.73 ksi C3       5.24 
Step 2:    Final Prestress Loss with Full Load 
From Fig.   12, for f      = 0.70 f      and lower bound concrete 6 si pu 
SRL = 0.14 x 270 =  37.8 ksi 
From Fig.  14,  for f      = 2.73 ksi and f      = 0.70 f 
C3 SI r 
ECR = 0.115 x 270 = 31.1 ksi 
-41- 
From Eq.   4-17,   for 3 = 62.6,  n    = 5.24 and f'^ = 1.547 ksi 
f
  0-,  " O5A2X  Q6O/'6)   i     (1-547)  =  7.6 ksi sJoi      62.6+5.24-1     v 
LD =  (2.9 - 1)   (7.6)  = 14.4 ksi 
TL = SRL + ECR - LD =  55.5 ksi 
Step 3:     Final Prestress Loss with Member Weight Only 
fi     _  (11210)   20.62       n Qa7 .    . f = -*—o^n  -yon  = 0-887 ksi eg 260,730 
5.24   (62.6) A  oon      /   /   i    ■ 
 *
e
  x 0.887 = 4.4 ksi 
s£g      62.6 + 5.24 -  1 
LDW =  (2.9 - 1)   (4.4.)  = 8.4 ksi 
TLW =  37.8 + 31.1 -  8.4 = 60.5 ksi 
Step 4:     Prestress at Time Equal  to  t 
C5 
TL5 = IL + 0.22   (TLW - TL)   log t 
C5 
= 21.1 + 0.22   (60.5 - 21.1)   log 88.3 =  38.0 ksi 
Step 5:     Prestress Losses at Different Intervals 
1) t    = 54.3 days  <  t 
c J C5 
PL = IL + 0.22   (TLW - IL)   log t 
= 21.1 + 0.22   (60.5 - 21.1)  log 54.3 =  36.1 ksi 
2) t    = 133.3  days 
a    = 0.0000243 x  88.32 + 0.003598 x 88.3 = 0.507 
-42- 
f   . = fsU " fs*S = 0.61 
sd n. 
AT = 0.507  (62.6)** [62.584  (0.61)2  - 4.249   (0.61)] 
= 76.4  days 
t      + AT = 88.3 +  76.4 = 164.7 days 
C5 
t    = 133.3 <  164.7 days 
c 
PL = TL5 = 38.0 ksi 
3) t    = 223.3 days <  t      + AT 
log  (t    - t      - AT) 
PL = TL5 +  (TL - TL5) --5  log   (36500 -  t       - AT) 
- 38.0 + (54.5 -  38.0,  ff g^ - 164.7) 
- 44.4 ksi 
4.5    Comparison of the Results 
In order to  obtain a meaningful of the results by different 
prediction procedures,   the two illustrated example problems used in 
the last section are chosen to be the same problems used in Ref.   6. 
The  first example was mainly used to compare the results obtained from 
the previously developed simpliefied method    with the new proposed 
method as  shown in Section 4.3.    The following table is the list of 
predicted values of example 1,   predicted by  two different methods. 
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PRESTRESS LOSS  (ksi) 
Age of Concrete 
tc, days New 
Method 
0 (IL) 24.2 
100 45.1 
142 (t ) 
C5 
46.7 
200 46.7 
365 52.7 
36500 (TL) 65.1 
Project 339 
Method 
24.2 
42.2 
43.6 
44.9 
47.2 
65.1 
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the predicted prestress loss at 
the initial stage remained the same value for both methods as well as 
the predicted values at the final stage.  For all other concrete ages, 
the prestress losses calculated by the new method are always higher 
than those predicted by the old method. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, 
the prestress loss versus t curve predicted by PRELOC is a asymptote 
of the curve predicted by PRELOI. Obviously, the prestress losses 
calculated by the new method are larger than those predicted by the 
old method. 
In the second example of Section 4.4, not only the two sim- 
plified methods were used but also the computer programs were used to 
predict the prestress losses. The results obtained from the simplified 
if 
methods were in the same situation as those in the first example.  In 
other words, the values predicted by the new method were higher than 
those predicted by the old procedure. Figure 15 shows the values cal- 
culated by the computer programs PRELOC, PRELOI and several other 
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methods, including, AASHTO Specification (1975)1, PCI Recommendation 
Method (1975)  and a computer program developed by Professor Gamble, 
University of Illinois'*.  It has to be pointed out that the definition 
of prestress loss defined by Lehigh University is different from that 
defined by AASHTO and PCI. Lehigh University defines the prestress 
loss as the difference between the initial prestressing stress and the 
remaining prestressing stress at the time interested. The others de- 
fine the prestress loss as the difference between initial prestressing 
stress and the final steel stress. For the convenience to compare the 
results, Figure 15 was drawn in terms of the differences between the 
initial prestressing stress and the final steel stress. 
As mentioned before, the predicted values by PRELOC can be 
drawn as a asymptote to the values predicted by the program PRELOI. 
In Fig. 15, it is very obvious that the prediction curve calculated 
by PRELOC is the asymptote of the curve by the PRELOI program. The 
AASHTO method only calculates the total prestress loss at the end of 
service life.  The value predicted by AASHTO method is 46.9 which is 
close to the value predicted by PRELOI, 47.9 for lower bound concrete. 
The other time dependent prediction methods, PCI Recommendation Method 
and Gamble's computer program, predicted the prestress losses almost 
around the values predicted by PRELOI, but with higher losses in the 
initial stages and the lower values toward the end of service life. 
T. Huang mentioned in Ref. 6 that the higher predicted losses by the 
Lehigh method than the others can be the different assumptions in 
service life.  In the Lehigh method the service life was assumed as 
-45- 
S 
100 years.     But in other methods   the end of service life was not 
clearly defined.     Some indications are availabe that a service life 
of 40 years were used. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the discussion in Chapter 3, the prediction proce- 
dure and illustrated examples in Chapter 4, the following conclusions 
can be made: 
1. The shrinkage effect on prestress loss is not only affected 
by relative humidity but also by many other weather condi- 
tions, such as:  temperature and wind, etc. Before an accu- 
rate mathematical model of these factors can be established, 
it is suggested that a shrinkage humidity correction factor 
of 1.0 be used in the prediction procedure. 
2. The inconsistency in predicted prestress loss at the time of 
application of additional loads can be removed by modifying 
the concrete strain expression, using the new relationship 
Eq. 3-3. 
3. Approximately, prestress losses may be assumed to remain in 
constant for a period of time AT, after the application of 
load. 
4. In comparison with the AASHTO Specification (1975) and the 
PCI Recommendation method (19 75), the new prediction proce- 
dure provides reasonable results through the service life of 
the member. The new method also provides the upper and 
lower bounds of prestress losses from which the designer may 
-47- 
wish to judiciously choose an intermediate value for his 
des ign. 
5. Further improvement in the prediction of prestress losses 
for pretensioned member can be made in the following aspects: 
a. The effect of weather conditions such as: humidity, 
wind temperature change and their interdependence on 
each other, need to be studied. 
b. In the prediction procedure discussed before, the 
parameters 3 and Af' were considered separately. Prac- 
tically, a larger Af' , a heavy loading condition, is 
always associated by a heavily prestressed member, a 
small 3«  Proper correlation of 3 and Af . values would 
not only reflect economical design but also another 
further simplification of the prestress losses predic- 
tion calculations. 
-48- 
6.    TABLES 
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TABLE 2:  COEFFICIENTS FOR CONCRETE SURFACES 
Plant AB Plant CD 
Coefficients Combined 
Upper Bound Lower Bound 
Elastic Strain C * 
l 
0.02500 0.02105 0.02299 
D 
l 
-0.00668 -0.00066 -0.00289 
D 
2 
0.02454 0.01500 0.02031 
Shrinkage 
D 
3 
0.00439 -0.00016 0.00128 
D -0.00474 -0.00334 -0.00432 
E 
l 
-0.01280 -0.00664 -0.01592 
E 
2 
0.00675 -0.00331 0.00649 
Creep 
E 
3 
-0.00060 -0.00371 0,00256 
E 0.01609 0.01409 0.01153 
* Note:  C ~ 100/E where E is modulus of elasticity j       c       c 
for concrete, in ksi 
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7.    FIGURES 
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APPENDIX A 
INPUT FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM "PRELOP 
FORMAT COLS. SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
Card No. 1  ( one card ) 
15       1-5    NSUST 
15 
15 
6-10   NSUCO 
11-15   NTYST 
FORMAT 1000 
Stress-strain-time relationship for 
strands of various manufacturers. 
Stress-strain-time relationship for 
concrete of various manufacturers. 
Type of strands. 
Card No. 2  ( one card ) 
15 1-5 NS 
F10.0 11-20 AGR 
F10.0 21-30 CMI 
F10.0 31-^+0 XXX(l) 
F10.0 41-50 XXX(2) 
F10.0 51-60 XXX(3) 
F10.0 61-70 XXX(4) 
FORMAT 1001 
Number of strands. 
Gross section of concrete, in in. 
Moment of inertia of gross section of 
concrete, in in'*. 
The distance from the top fiber with 
reference to the centroid of concrete 
section, in in. 
=0.0, centroid of concrete gross 
section, in in. 
The distance from the eccentricity of 
strands with reference to the centroid 
of concrete section, in in. 
The distance from the bottom fiber with 
reference to the centroid of concrete 
section, in in. 
-70- 
Card No. 3  ( one card ) 
F10.0 1-10   FSP(l) 
F10.0 11-20       SSP(l) 
F10.0 21-30        TSP(3) 
F10.0 31-40        TCP(5) 
Card No. 4  ( one card ) 
5F10.0 1-50   XST(l) 
FORMAT 1002 
Initial stress in strand ( in fractions 
of guaranteed ultimate strength ), in 
ksi / ksi. 
Initial strain of strand, in in. / in. 
Time interval "between stretching and 
release of strands, in days. 
Time interval between release of strands 
and the application of loads, in days. 
FORMAT 1002 
The distance from the selected level 
with reference to the centroid of 
concrete section, in in. 
Card No. 5  ( one card ) 
F10.0    1-10   SHCF 
F10.0    11-20   WDCF 
FORMAT 1002 
Shrinkage-Humidity correction factor. 
The ratio of widths of cracked to 
uncracked sections of the concrete slab, 
WDCF =1.0 for uncracked section. 
Card No. 6  ( one card ) 
F10.0 1-10 SPANL 
F10.0 11-20 TSL 
F10.0 21-30 TSLW 
F10.0 31-40 WSL 
F10.0 41-50 FCBM 
F10.0 51-60 FCSL 
F10.0 61-70 CMBM 
F10.0 71-80 CMC0 
FORMAT 1002 
Span length, in ft. 
Structural thickness of slab, in in. 
Gross thickness of slab, in in. 
Width of slab, in in. 
Specified compressive strength of 
concrete of beam, in ksi. 
Specified compressive strength of 
concrete of slab, in ksi. 
Additional moment applied to beam, in 
k-in. 
Additional moment applied to composite 
section, in k-in. 
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Card No. 7  ( one card )     FORMAT 
8A10       1-80   Titl    Name of member. 
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APPENDIX B 
FLOW CHART OF COMPUTER PROGRAM "PRELOI" 
Main Program PRELOI 
C       Start 
1 
) 
\ Read in the necessary data / 
\ as shown in Appendix A.   / 
1 | Call ONE 
Call : CNITI 
Call POINT 
Call ACTPATH 
I 
f       Stop 
Subroutine ONE 
) 
Q* art 
) I 
Calculate the area, centroid, 
moment of inertia of composite 
section. 
Calculate forces caused by the 
weight of precast member and slab. 
I 
f      Return  J 
This is the main program 
in predicting the prest- 
ress losses by reading in 
key variables and calling 
several subroutines. 
Calculate the geometrical 
properties of composite 
section and the forces 
caused by members. 
-73- 
Subroutine POINT 
f       Start J 
Calculate the steel stress immed- 
iately before transfer by calling 
SURST. 
Calculate the stresses and strains 
of concrete and steel immediately 
after transfer by calling PREDI 
and PRECS. 
Calculate the stresses and strains 
of concrete and steel immediately 
before applying additional load by 
calling PREDI and PRECS. 
Calculate the increase of concrete 
stress at c.g.s. caused by additi- 
onal load by calling FSAD. 
Determines the stress and 
strain conditions in con- 
crete and steel at sever- 
al key stages. 
Calculate the stresses and strains 
of concrete and steel immediately 
after applying the additional load 
and at the end of service life by 
calling PREDI and PRECS. 
\ Print but the results / 
f     Return   j 
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Subroutine INITI 
(       Start J 
Initialize all coefficients of 
steel and concrete surfaces by 
DATA statements. 
Select the proper coefficients, 
Calculate the unknown initial 
stress or strain by calling 
SURST. 
f   Return ) 
Initiation and selection 
of proper coefficients of 
concrete and steel. 
Calculation of initial 
stress or strain whichever 
is not known. 
Subroutine PREDI 
f       Start J 
Solve the quadratic equation 
4-12. Find concrete stress 
Calculate g^ and g? by solv- 
ing Eqs. 4-17 and 5-10. 
Basic prediction calcula- 
tions of stress and strain 
as shown in Sec. 4.1. 
Calculate concrete stresses at 
various levels by using Eq. 
2-7- 
1 
Calculate concrete strains by 
solving Eq. 4-1. 
Calculate steel stress and 
strain by using Eq. 2-8 and 
Eq. 2-4, respectively. 
(       Return j 
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Subroutine AGTPATH 
(       Start J 
\  ■ 
Calculate the stresses and strains 
of concrete and steel and the pre- 
stress losses at various intervals 
by calling PREDI and PREGS. 
\Print out the results. / 
T 
(       Return J 
Subroutine SURST 
f       Start J 
Calculate steel stress by ENTRY 
FFF, if strain is known. 
Calculate steel strain by ENTRY 
SSS, if stress is known. 
(       Return J 
Subroutine FSAD 
(       Start J 
I 
Calculate the change of concre- 
te stress at c.g.s. by solving 
Eq. 3-1^. 
r 
f   Return ) 
Determines the variations 
of stress and strain in 
steel and concrete at 
typical time Intervals. 
Determines the steel 
stress or strain which- 
ever is not known at a 
given time. 
Determines the change of 
concrete stress caused by 
the additional load. 
-76- 
Subroutine PRSCS 
(       Start  ) 
Calculate concrete stress by 
Eq. 2-7. 
Calculate concrete strain by 
Eq. 4-1. 
I 
f  Return  ) 
Calculate the concrete 
stress and strain at each 
selected level ( up to 5 
levels ). 
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